The simple random walk with mixed barriers at state 0 and state n defined on non-negative integers has transition matrix P with transition probabilities p i j . Matrix Q is obtained from matrix P when rows and columns at state 0 and state n are deleted . The fundamental matrix B is the inverse of the matrix A = I − Q, where I is an identity matrix. The expected reflecting and absorbing time and reflecting and absorbing probabilities can be easily deduced once B is known. The fundamental matrix can thus be used to calculate the expected times and probabilities of NCD's.
then Q results from P when rows 0 and n and columns 0 and n are deleted such that A = I − Q. B = A −1 is now the fundamental matrix affiliated with P.
Determining The Fundamental Matrix
The inverse of a regular square matrix can be obtained using different methods. The adjugate of A = (I − Q) is used to determine its inverse in this paper.
If A : d × d is a regular square matrix, the adjugate of matrix A; ad j(A) is the matrix whose (i j)th entry is (−1) j+i detA( j|i).
, we obtain
An elementary expression for the determinant of matrix A is needed in order to proceed.
Lemma P is the transition matrix of the simple random walk with mixed barriers at state 0 and state n. We let Q = P(0, n) and define
This proposition thus holds for d = 1
, the proposition also holds for d = 2 . 
The proposition suffices for 
Thus
By hypothesis,
Substituting (3), (4) and (5) into (2)
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From the Theorem , we can obtain the reflecting and absorbing time and probability through
respectively with i = 1, . . . . . . n − 1.
Conclusion
The elementary matrix theory is used to determine the closed form expressions for the expected time and probabilities of a simple random walk with mixed barriers. If only few entries of the fundamental matrix must be determined when the reflecting and absorbing time and reflecting and absorbing probabilities for a specified initial state is of interest, this method will be very useful. It can thus be used to estimate the expected times and probabilities of the lowest and highest claims on NCDs.
